P3Solar Charger Accessories
(Sold Separately)

7 AMP SOLAR CHARGE CONTROLLER

Protects your 12V lead acid batteries from overcharge. It is to be used with any Global Solar charger over 12W and can handle up to 100 Watts of power. With the attached SAE trailer plug the 7 Amp Solar Charge Controller can connect directly to the solar charger and the remaining SAE trailer plug can connect to any other accessory cable.

SAE to RING TERMINALS

The 15 inch, 18 AWG zip cord cable with #10 ring terminals. The SAE plug connects directly to the 7 amp charge controller and the ring terminals connect to a 12V car battery.

SAE to RING TERMINALS

An 18 inch, 16 AWG zip cord cable with 5/16" ring terminals and a shrouded SAE connector with end cap. The SAE plug connects directly to the 7 amp charge controller and the ring terminals connect to a 12V car battery.

SAE to FCLA

An 18 inch, 18 AWG zip cord cable. It has a standard SAE two prong connector on one end a 12V FCLA receptacle on the other. The SAE plug connects directly to the solar charger and the FCLA can be connected to various electronic devices.

SAE to RING TERMINALS

An 18 inch, 16 AWG zip cord cable with #10 ring terminals and a shrouded SAE connector with end cap. The SAE plug connects directly to the 7 amp charge controller and the ring terminals connect to a 12V car battery.

SAE to RING TERMINALS

An 18 inch, 16 AWG zip cord cable with 5/16" ring terminals and a shrouded SAE connector with end cap. The SAE plug connects directly to the 7 amp charge controller and the ring terminals connect to a 12V car battery.

SAE to 2.1mm BARREL PLUG

A 4 inch, 18 AWG zip cord cable. It has a standard SAE two prong connector on one end and a 2.5mmID x 5.5mmOD barrel plug on the other end. The SAE plug connects directly to the solar charger and the barrel plug connects to various electronic devices and battery packs.

SAE to MCLA

An 18 inch 18 AWG zip cord cable. It has a standard SAE two prong connector on one end a 12V MCLA plug on the other. The SAE plug connects directly to the solar charger and the MCLA can be connected to various electronic devices.

SAE to 2.5mm BARREL PLUG

A 4 inch, 18 AWG zip cord cable. It has a standard SAE two prong connector on one end and a 2.1mmID x 5.5mmOD barrel plug on the other end. The SAE plug connects directly to the solar charger and the barrel plug connects to various electronic devices and battery packs.

Y-CABLE

The 18 AWG SAE Y-Cable has two 3’ ends that branch from a 1’ SAE cable. Use the SAE Y-Cable to connect two solar chargers together in parallel if you need more power. This effectively doubles the power but the voltage remains the same.

SAE 8 ft EXTENSION

An 8 foot, 16 AWG, jacketed cable with a two-prong SAE trailer plug on each end. This cable connects to any of the accessories with a SAE connection and plugs directly into the solar charger.

SAE 20 ft EXTENSION

A 20 foot, 14 AWG, jacketed cable with a two-prong SAE trailer plug on each end. This cable connects to any of the accessories with a SAE connection and plugs directly into the solar charger.